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Check List for Choosing Options
Have you?
 Read the Year 11 Subject Details starting on page 22.
 Discussed and compared the subject details for the subjects you are considering.
 Carefully read the notes from the Careers Department on page 8.
 Studied the Careers Subject Choice Guide on pages 8 and 9.
 Read the notes on how to choose your subjects on page 10.
 Found out how the subjects which interest you progress from Year 11 through to Year 13 by
checking the Subject Progression on page 6 and 7.
 Made sure that you have picked subjects this year that give you the background to allow you to do
the subjects that interest you in Years 12 and 13.
 Used CareerQuest, Subject Matcher and other tools on DreamCatcher to help you find career areas
that interest you. Researched your career ideas on www.schoolconnect.co.nz.
 Checked out other websites listed on the Careers Information page on the school website on the
home page click on Student Life > Student Support > Careers Department.
https://www.macleans.school.nz/student/student-support/careers-department
 Checked that you have considered the background for each subject you have chosen by reading the
Subject Details in this booklet.
 Seen the appropriate Head of Faculty, Head of Department or SMT Year Level Head if you want to
discuss picking up a subject or subjects. Their names and locations are on page 38.
 Noted the information, if applicable, regarding examination entry and fees on page 18.
 Read the important information and notes on pages 4 and 5.
 Asked for help if you still need it after doing all the things listed above. People at school who can
help you are listed on page 11.
 Discussed your subject choices with your parents/caregivers.
 Parent/Caregiver attended Info Evening, 7.00 pm, Wednesday 21st August in Mansfield House
 Chosen three compulsory subjects: one English (Subject 1), one Mathematics (Subject 2), one
Science (Subject 3) as listed on page 4.
 Chosen three other subjects. (Subjects 4, 5 and 6) in order of preference.
One from Box 1 and two from Box 2 or two from Box 1 and one from Box 2 as shown on page 4.
 Chosen one alternate (reserve) subject.
 Read the instructions on how to enter your subjects on-line on page 4.
 Entered your subject choices, on-line through the Parent Portal, by Friday 13th September.
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Introduction
This information booklet is provided to assist you in selecting your subjects for Year 11. You are urged to research
your career and subject options thoroughly. You will be making your subject choices on-line.
Subject details for all courses to be offered in 2020 for Year 11 are outlined in the second half of this booklet.
Further details for Year 11 and details for Year 12 and 13 courses are found in the Macleans College Senior Course
Guide 2020 available on the school website, www.macleans.school.nz.

On the home page click on Academic > Course Guides > Senior Course Guides & Subject Details.

In Year 11 you study six subjects; English or ESOL, Mathematics, a Science subject and three other subjects. While
assessment is important, the emphasis is on learning. Year 11 courses will be written and produced at Macleans
College. You select Year 11 subjects which will prepare you for the subjects you wish to study in Years 12 and 13.
In Years 12 and 13 you will choose which qualification pathway to study, either NCEA or CAIE. You will study
subjects which help you to prepare for your career goals. Many students at Macleans plan to study for degrees at
university, however, while this is an excellent goal for many, it is not necessarily the best or most appropriate choice
for all students. Preparation for worthwhile, interesting and rewarding careers is available through work, through
polytechnics, private tertiary providers, apprenticeships and other training programmes.
You should choose subjects and work towards careers that reflect your interests, skills, personal qualities, learning
styles and values. Year 10 students have completed a two-week Careers Unit using the DreamCatcher software
package to help consider these ideas.

Choosing a Pathway
From 2020 the school will not offer Year 11 students NCEA Level 1 or IGCSE. There will, of course, be rigorous
courses, examinations and other assessments. You will work towards achieving a Year 11 Macleans Certificate.
Year 11 MCERT subjects are designed to provide the background needed to progress to either NCEA Level 2 or CAIE
AS in Year 12. More information about the reasons for the change, and other details, are available on this link:
https://assets.macleans.school.nz/images/other/Student-Life/year-11-course-questions-answers.pdf
The school remains committed to offering NCEA Levels 2 & 3 and CAIE AS & A Levels in Years 12 and 13. You will
need to give some consideration to your preferred pathway when you select your Year 11 subjects, however, most
Year 11 subjects allow progress in both pathways, so you should focus on your choice of subjects. There are some
subjects which restrict choices the following year. You and your family will need to look ahead as you select your
Year 11 subjects to ensure you keep your preferred pathway open.

Choosing Subjects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete the check list at the front of this booklet.
Study the Careers Subject Choice Guide on pages 8 and 9.
Track the progress of subjects from Year 11 through to Year 13 in the Subject Lists on pages 6 and 7.
Research the career possibilities that interest you on DreamCatcher.
Check the entry requirements for jobs, apprenticeships, cadetships and tertiary courses. Some information
is on pages 19 to 21.
Ask for help if you need it. The people who can help you are listed on page 11.
Read the Subject Details starting on page 22 in this booklet to find out more about the subjects that interest
you. They include course descriptions, recommended background and where each subject leads to.
Carefully read the information on page 4. It lists the range of subjects you may choose from.
Refer to the 2020 Year 11 Subject List on page 5 for details of the courses available to you.
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How to enter your Year 11 Subjects online:
All Year 10 students will have a subject selection talk. You and your parents/caregivers will choose your 2020 subjects
for Year 11 through the Parent Portal on the school website: www.macleans.school.nz.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At the top of the Home page go to My Tools > Parent Portal, enter your username (student ID number) and any
of your passwords.
Login then choose Course Selection. Follow the instructions to enter the subjects you wish to select.
You must choose SIX subjects, and ONE alternate (reserve) subject.
Subject 1: English, Subject 2: Mathematics, Subject 3: Science
Subjects 4, 5 and 6 in order of preference with at least ONE from Box 1 and ONE from Box 2.
You can Preview Selection then Confirm Selection or SAVE at the end.
To be completed by Friday 13th September.

Choosing your Year 11 Subjects:
•
•
•

Before you make your choices please read the information and follow the instructions in this booklet, including
the Subject Details starting on page 22.
Some subject choices may depend on confirmation by a Head of Faculty or SMT – please see the notes below
and read the Subject Details.
Choose SIX subjects from the lists of subjects plus ONE alternate (reserve) subject.

STEP 1: Choose one English course, one Mathematics course, one Science course:
Subject 1:
11ENG
11ENL
11ESL

ENGLISH
English
English (Literacy)
ESOL

Subject 2: MATHEMATICS
11MAT Mathematics
11MNU Mathematics (Numeracy)
11MAA Mathematics (Extension)
12MTC AS Mathematics
12MAT NCEA Level 2 Mathematics

Subject 3:
11SCI
11BIO
11CHE
11PHY

SCIENCE
Science (General)
Biology
Chemistry
Physics

STEP 2: Choose three further Option subjects. Choose three different subjects, at least one from each box.
i.e, choose one from Box 1 and two from Box 2 or choose two from Box 1 and one from Box 2.
Some subjects occur in both boxes.
• Enter these subjects in your order of preference: Subject 4, Subject 5, Subject 6 plus a reserve subject.
BOX 1
11GEO
11HIS
11MUS
11DRA
11PEA
11GRA
11ART
or 11ADP
11ENM*
or 11CON*
or 11HPY*
11JAP
or 11SPA
or 11MAO
or 11CHI

or
or
or
or
or
or

Geography
History
Music
Drama
Physical Education
Graphics
Art Painting
Art & Design
Engineering (Mechanical)*
Construction*
Hospitality*
Japanese
Spanish
Maori
Chinese

BOX 2
11ACT
11COM
11GEO
11BIO
11CHE
11PHY
11CMS
or 11DDT
11ENM*
or 11CON*
or 11HPY*
11TEX

Accounting
Commerce
Geography
Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Computer Science
or Digital Design
Engineering (Mechanical)*
or Construction*
or Hospitality*
Textiles

In exceptional circumstances students may be
able choose three subjects from one box.
You must discuss this with Mr Peek before making
your selections online.

NOTES:
• If you wish to choose all three single Sciences i.e 11BIO, 11CHE and 11PHY you must see the Year 11 Dean
for 2020 and the Head of Faculty: Science. To be considered for this you will need very high achievement in the
Year 10 Science examination, high overall achievement in your four core Year 10 exams and a genuine reason.
• Subjects labelled* lead to NCEA Level 2 Unit Standards subjects in Year 12 which do not lead to NCEA Level 3
Achievement Standard University approved subjects in Year 13. See the Subject Details for more information.
• Accelerated students: may include one AS subject plus five Year 11 subjects.
If you choose more than one AS subject you can only select a total of 5 subjects. See supplementary pink booklet.
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Subjects offered to Year 11 students in 2020:
Code

Name

Qualification

Faculty

11ACT

11 Accounting

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Commerce

11ADP

11 Art & Design

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Creative Arts

11ART

11 Art Painting

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Creative Arts

11BIO

11 Biology

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Science

11CHE

11 Chemistry

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Science

11CHI

11 Chinese (Mandarin)

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Languages

11COM

11 Commerce

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Commerce

11CMS

11 Computer Science

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Computer Science

11CON

11 Construction

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Technology

11DDT

11 Digital Design

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Technology

11DRA

11 Drama

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Performing Arts

11ENM

11 Engineering (Mechanical)

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Technology

11ENG

11 English (Core)

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

English

11ENA

11 English (Extension) (by invitation only)

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

English

11ENL

11 English (Literacy)

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

English

11ESL

11 ESOL

NCEA Level 1

ESOL

11GEO

11 Geography

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Social Sciences

11GRA

11 Graphics

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Technology

11HIS

11 History

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Social Sciences

11HPY

11 Hospitality

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Technology

11JAP

11 Japanese

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Languages

11MAT

11 Mathematics (Core)

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Mathematics

11MAA

11 Mathematics (Extension) (by invitation only)

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Mathematics

11MNU

11 Mathematics (Numeracy)

NCEA Level 1

Mathematics

11MUS

11 Music

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Performing Arts

11PEA

11 Physical Education

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Physical Education & Health

11PHY

11 Physics

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Science

11SCI

11 Science (General)

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Science

11SPA

11 Spanish

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Languages

11MAO

11 Te Reo Māori

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Languages

11TEX

11 Textiles

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Creative Arts

Subjects open to accelerated students only:

Accelerated students will be invited to study Year 11 Extension subjects and/or some CAIE AS subjects
depending on your End of Year 10 examination results. Final acceptance into an AS course will not be
confirmed until after your IGCSE external examination results in January.
Please note: Mr Peek, the Year 11 Dean, in consultation with Faculty Heads, and Mrs McDougall,
the Director of Extension Studies, will have the final say over which subjects you study.

Code

Name

Qualification

Faculty

12ENC

AS English Language

CAIE Advanced Subsidiary

English

12ELC

AS English Literature

CAIE Advanced Subsidiary

English

12MTC

AS Mathematics

CAIE Advanced Subsidiary

Mathematics

12BIC

AS Biology

CAIE Advanced Subsidiary

Science

12CHC

AS Chemistry

CAIE Advanced Subsidiary

Science

12PYC

AS Physics

CAIE Advanced Subsidiary

Science

Further information for Accelerated students can be found in the pink supplementary booklet.
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Year 12 & 13 NCEA Subject Progression from Year 11:

For students who choose the NCEA pathway in Year 12 their Year 11 Macleans Certificate subjects will lead into NCEA
Level 2 subjects in Year 12 and on into NCEA Level 3 subjects in Year 13.
See page 16 for further information about the NCEA pathway.

NCEA SUBJECTS OFFERED IN 2020

Year 11 Macleans Certificate

Year 12 – NCEA Level 2

ENGLISH
English

11ENG

English (Extension)

11ENA

or English (Literacy)
or ESOL (English for Speakers
of Other Languages)

Year 13 – NCEA Level 3

English

13ENG

Media Studies

13MDS

Mathematics (Calculus)

13MCA

Mathematics

13MAT

12BIO

Biology

13BIO

Chemistry

12CHE

Chemistry

13CHE

Physics

12PHY

Physics

13PHY

Geography
History

12GEO
12HIS

*Travel and Tourism

12TRT

Geography
History
Classical Studies
Social Studies
*Travel and Tourism

13GEO
13HIS
13CLS
13SOS
13TRT

11PEA

Physical Education (NCEA)

12PEA

Physical Education (NCEA)
*Sport Studies
*Outdoor Education

13PEA
13SPE
13OUT

Phys Ed & Heath (Core)
LANGUAGES
Chinese (Mandarin)
Te Reo Māori
Japanese
Spanish
TECHNOLOGY
*Engineering (Mechanical)
*Construction
*Hospitality
Graphics
VISUAL ARTS
Art Painting

11PED

Phys Ed & Health (Core) / Study

12PED

11CHI
11MAO
11JAP
12SPA

Chinese
Te Reo Māori

12CHI
12MAO

Chinese
Te Reo Māori

13CHI
13MAO

Spanish

12SPA

Spanish

13SPA

11TEM
11CON
11TFD
11DVV

*Engineering (Mechanical)
*Construction
*Hospitality
Design & Visual Communication

12TEM
12 TCO
12HPY
12DVV

*Engineering (Mechanical)

13TEM

Design & Visual Communication

13DVV

11ART

or Art & Design

11ADP

Textiles

11TEX

Art (Painting)
Art (Design)
Art (Photography)
Textiles

12APA
12ADE
12APH
12TEX

Art (Painting)
Art (Design)
Art (Photography)
Textiles

13APA
13ADE
13APH
13TEX

MATHEMATICS
Mathematics (Extension)
Mathematics

English

12ENG

11ENL

or English (Literacy)

12ENL

11ESL

or ESOL

12ESL

Media Studies

12MDS

Mathematics (Continuing)

12MAT

or Mathematics (Statistics)

12MST

Biology

11MAA
11MAT

or Mathematics (Numeracy)
SCIENCE

11MNU

Science

11SCI

Biology
Chemistry
Physics
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Geography
History

11BIO
11CHE
11PHY

PHYSICAL EDUCATION & HEALTH
Physical Education

11GEO
11HIS
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PERFORMING ARTS
Drama
Music
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Digital Design
Computer Science
COMMERCE
Accounting
Commerce

11DRA
11MUS

Drama
Music

12DRA
12MUS

Drama
Music

13DRA
13MUS

11DDT
11CMS

Digital Technology (Media)
Robotics & Product Design

12DTG
12TRE

Digital Technology (Media)
Robotics & Product Design

13DTG
13TRE

11ACT

Accounting
Business Studies
Economics

12ACT
12BUS
12ECO

Accounting
Business Studies
Economics
*Financial Literacy

13ACT
13BUS
13ECO
13FNL

*Early Childhood Studies
*Vocational Pathway Studies

12ECE
12VPS

*Early Childhood Studies
*Vocational Pathway Studies
*Police Studies

13ECE
13VPS
13

11COM

VOCATIONAL STUDIES

Year 12 & 13 CAIE Subject Progression from Year 11:

For students who choose the CAIE pathway in Year 12 their Year 11 Macleans Certificate subjects will lead into CAIE
subjects at AS and/or A Level in Years 12 and 13. See page 15 for further information about the CAIE Pathway.

CAIE SUBJECTS OFFERED IN 2020

Year 11 Macleans Certificate
ENGLISH
English
English (Extension)
MATHEMATICS
Mathematics (Extension)
Mathematics
SCIENCE
Biology
Chemistry
Physics
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Geography
History
PHYSICAL EDUCATION & HEALTH
Phys Ed & Heath (Core)
LANGUAGES
Chinese (Mandarin)
Japanese
Spanish
TECHNOLOGY
Graphics
VISUAL ARTS
Art Painting
or Art & Design
Textiles
PERFORMING ARTS
Music
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Computer Science
Digital Design
COMMERCE
Accounting
Commerce

CAIE - AS

Years 12 & 13

CAIE - A Level

11ENG
11ENA

English Literature
English Language

12ELC
12ENC

English Literature
English Language

13ELC
13ENC

11MAA
11MAT

Mathematics

12MTC

Mathematics

13MSC

Further Mathematics

13MFC

11BIO
11CHE
11PHY

Biology
Chemistry
Physics

12BIC
12CHC
12PYC

Biology
Chemistry
Physics

13BIC
13CHC
13PYC

11GEO

Geography
History
Classical Studies

12GEC
12HIC
12CLC

Geography
History

13GEC
13HIC

11PED

Phys Ed & Health (Core) / Study

12PED

11CHI
11JAP
12SPA

Chinese Language
Japanese Language
Spanish Language

12CNC
12JPC
12SPC

Chinese

13CNC

Spanish

13SPC

11DVV

Design & Technology

12DGC

Design & Technology

12DGC

11ART
11ADP
11TEX

Fine Art (Painting)
Art (Digital Design & Photography)
Textiles

12APC
12AYC
12AXC

Fine Art (Painting)
Art (Digital Design & Photography)

13APC
13AYC

11MUS

Music

12MUC

Music

13MUC

11CMS
11DDT

Computer Science

12CPC

Computer Science

13CPC

Accounting
Business
Economics

12ACC
12BSC
12ECC

Accounting
Business
Economics

11HIS

11ACT
11COM

13ACC
13BSC
13ECC
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Notes from the Careers Department
The Careers Department in the Student Advisory Services (SAS) is available to all students and has information on
polytechnic and university courses in New Zealand, plus other career and subject related information. These give
details of subject requirements and recommendations which will assist students to choose subjects. Career
Counsellors Ms Jamieson and Mrs Jones and Career Advisor Mrs Bushé are there to assist students.
It is important when choosing subjects to look ahead and consider the subjects you may wish to take in future years.
Some are difficult to pick up if they have not been studied earlier, while other subjects can be started at any level.
Look at the Subject Outline and the Subject Details, which show how subjects progress through the school.
DREAMCATCHER: Is the career education software available to all students at Macleans College. Year 10 students
have been introduced to it in the Year 10 Careers Unit delivered through your Social Studies class. Students can
log-in through the school website. On the home page > My Tools > DreamCatcher. There are links to many useful
tools and websites under Career Exploration. https://app.dreamcatcher.school.nz/login
CAREERS INFORMATION & EVENTS: The Careers page on the school website – on the home page > Student Life >
Student Support > Careers Department, has links to tertiary and other useful career related websites, information
sheets, CV and interview resources, information on New Zealand and overseas universities, polytechnics and other
tertiary providers. https://www.macleans.school.nz/student/student-support/careers-department
There is also a Careers Department Facebook page where career events at school and elsewhere are advertised.
https://www.facebook.com/MacleansCareers/

Careers Subject Choice Guide
•

ENGLISH skills in speaking, reading and writing are essential for all careers.

•

Literacy for all degree courses and many Diplomas and Certificates is usually gained in Year 12 English or ESOL.
Either: NCEA Level 2 or, CAIE AS English Literature or AS English Language.

•

English is compulsory in Years 11 and 12. Many New Zealand and overseas universities and polytechnics
require English or another writing subject e.g. History, Geography, Classics or Art History for entry to courses
such as Law, Health Science, Nursing, Architecture and Communication Studies.

•

MATHEMATICS should not be given up lightly. Mathematics or Statistics are required or recommended for
many university and polytechnic courses and many careers.

•

Numeracy for all degree courses and many diplomas and certificates is gained in Year 11 Mathematics. Either
NCEA Level 1 (or Level 2 or 3) or, CAIE IGCSE (or AS) Mathematics.

•

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY and COMPUTER skills are relevant to all careers.

•

SCIENCE courses build on what is learned the year before. If you are considering dropping Science subjects
think carefully about the areas you plan to work in. Many apprenticeships require Year 11 Science, some
require Year 12 Physics.

•

SCIENCE CAREERS: Year 11 students interested in study and work in the Sciences should choose two or three
Sciences - Biology, Chemistry and/or Physics and/or Science, then two, preferably three, Sciences and
Mathematics in Year 12 & 13.

•

ENGINEERING: To enter degree courses students must attain very good results in NCEA Level 3 Mathematics
Calculus and Physics or full A Levels in CAIE Mathematics and Physics. Chemistry, at least NCEA Level 2 or AS
is recommended for most specialisations.
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•

HEALTH and CLINICAL CAREERS: Students interested in Health Science or Biomedical Science degrees need a
strong background in Chemistry and Biology, also Physics, Mathematics and English. Selection for limited
places to study for degrees in Medicine at New Zealand or overseas universities is extremely competitive
requiring all-round high ability, achievement and involvement.

•

PSYCHOLOGY: May be studied in a Science, Health or Arts degree. There are no required subjects but Biology,
Mathematics (Statistics) and English or another language rich subject are recommended.

•

ARCHITECTURE: Students interested in Architecture need high academic results and should take Visual Art
subjects to Year 13. Graphics and Physics, at least to Year 12 level are useful. Also Mathematics and language
rich subjects. Auckland University require a Table A and a Table B subject.

•

COMMERCE: Students intending to study Business degrees should have a good background in English or other
writing subjects and Mathematics preferably at Year 13 level. Economics, Accounting and Business Studies
are useful and recommended. (CAIE students can only count two of these for University Entrance.)

•

ART and DESIGN: Most tertiary Art and Design courses require a portfolio of work to be submitted for
selection. Competitive entry degree courses will be unlikely to select a student who has not taken Visual Art
subjects at Year 11, 12 and 13.

•

LANGUAGE studies (Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, Māori) build on what is learned the year before. Once
dropped it is difficult to pick these subjects up in the senior school. Year 13 background is essential for
advanced courses. Introductory courses are available at University and other tertiary levels but it will take
longer to major in these subjects.

•

LAW: To enter the first year of Law, students first need to be accepted into another degree so need appropriate
subjects, also English and other writing subjects such as History, Geography and Classical Studies.

•

PERFORMING ARTS: For students interested in Performing Arts courses, a strong theoretical and practical
background from studying Drama and/or Music, plus involvement in extra-curricular performance activities,
will increase the ability to succeed at audition.

•

APPRENTICESHIPS: Entry for Apprenticeships varies, depending on the trade, but sound results in English,
Mathematics, Science and Technology subjects at Year 11 and 12 are preferred.

•

CERTIFICATES & DIPLOMAS: Entry level Certificate courses at polytechnics or private training providers require
at least three years of secondary education i.e. Year 11. Evidence of ability to study in English will also be
required. Diploma and some Certificate courses at polytechnics or private training providers, require
successful completion of Year 12 with specified numbers of NCEA Level 2 credits or AS passes. Some courses
require, or recommend, particular Year 12 subjects. Literacy and Numeracy will also be required.

This is only a brief outline. We urge students to make use of websites and visits by organisations during the school
year. The Year 10 Careers Unit in Term 3 helped you start thinking about your career ideas, your skills and interests,
what questions to ask and where to go for answers. You will have course selection talks and there is also a parent
information evening but the final choice is yours and you should make careful, informed decisions.
• Complete the check list at the front of this booklet.
• Start thinking about your skills, interests and values.
• Revisit your Year 10 Careers Unit booklet and DreamCatcher.
• Research Careers using information on DreamCatcher, the school website and other
websites such as SEEK, No Major Drama, Google and professional organisations.
• Regularly check https://www.facebook.com/MacleansCareers
the Macleans College Careers Facebook page and the DreamCatcher calendar for
details of events offered at school and at other places.
• Attend the Careers Evening held at school.
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Choosing Your Subjects
To choose your subject options you need to think about these things:
Interests:
• What do you enjoy?
• You are more likely to work hard and do well in a course that interests you.
Skills and abilities:
• Which subjects are you good at?
• Assessment results will help you to determine your ability.
• Discuss this with your parents and subject teachers.
Learning style:
• Do you prefer reading and writing, listening and discussing, practical work, creative work?
• Are you good at sitting exams or do you prefer to complete assessments throughout the year?
Which subjects will you need?
• Consider university, polytechnic and other courses, apprenticeships, cadetships and work.
• Carefully check web-sites and prospectuses for essential required subjects which you must take.
• Consider recommended subjects which are useful to study.
• Remember your school studies provide a platform of skills and knowledge for your future learning.
• What you learn is important, not just your number of credits or UCAS points.
Career choices:
• At which year level do you plan to leave school?
• What do you plan to do when you leave?
• What are your short term plans?
• What are your long term goals?
Range of subjects:
• Keep your options open, especially if you are undecided about future course or career plans.
• Some subjects complement each other and go well together to form useful “clusters”.
Pre-requisites for further study:
• Look at the subjects you wish to study in future years.
• Some subjects, if dropped early, may prove difficult to take up again later.
• See Subject Details for the recommended background for each subject.
• Some subjects can be started at any year level.
What is involved in studying the subjects that interest you:
• Will you have to read a lot of books?
• Will you have to write many essays?
• Will you need to do practical experiments?
• Will you need to make things?
• Will the subject involve discussion with other people in the class?
• What topics does the subject cover?
• Will the subject involve field trips, projects, performances?
• How is the subject assessed – end of year exams, assignments, internal assessments?
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People Who Can Help
At Macleans College we are committed to helping you with your option choices. Read this Senior Course
Guide thoroughly, access further information and Subject Details on the school website and ask questions.
The Careers Department in the SAS, the Deans, your Form Teacher, House Leader, subject teachers and
Heads of Faculty and Heads of Departments are all available to talk to you. See the table on the back page
for where to find them.
Form Teachers

• How do I enter my subject selections on-line?
• Where do I find the Parent Portal?
• How well do you think I am doing at school, overall?

House Leaders

• How do I contact a Faculty Head, Head of Department or

Teacher to discuss a subject requirement?

• General advice about leaving or returning to school.
• What is involved in studying the next level of a subject?

Faculty Heads

• Do I have the ability to study at the next level?

Heads of Department

• Can I pick this subject up if I have not studied it before?

Subject Teachers

• Can I combine subjects at different year levels, depending on

HOF Extension Studies
• Mrs J McDougall

my strengths?

• What happens if my previous year’s results are not as good as

expected?

• What is involved in studying a subject at an accelerated level?

Careers Department
• Ms S Jamieson
• Mrs B Jones
• Mrs K Bushé

Deans (Level Heads)
• Year 13 Mr A Mackenzie
• Year 12 Mrs M Thompson
• Year 11 (2020) Mr S Peek

• Assessing interests, skills and possible career options.
• Which school qualification pathway should I study?
• What subjects should I study for a particular career?
• What do I need for University, Polytechnic or other training?
• Which option choices are best for me?
• Option changes*
• Which school qualification pathway should I study?
• Can I study a mixed school qualification pathway?
• Can I study a multi-level course?
• Can I study an extra subject?
• Can I study a reduced programme?
• Course / qualification / option changes*

* Choose your subjects carefully. Option changes are only allowed in exceptional circumstances once a

course has been commenced or confirmed.
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Choosing Your Subjects:
Students must work hard each year to achieve the necessary background to successfully progress from one year
level to the next. Year 10 students apply for their Year 11 subjects at the end of Term 3 choosing six subjects:
three Core subjects and three Option subjects.
Final acceptance into your choice of subjects may be dependent on your results in the Year 10 End of Year
Examinations held in Term 4. The Subject Details starting on page 22 include details of topics to be included in
each subject offered in Year 11. For some subjects there is guidance about recommended background. Subject
Details for Year 12 and 13 can be found on the school website.
Students may need to review their choices after they have sat the four core examinations - English, Mathematics,
Science and Social Studies and may need to discuss their course with the Year 11 Dean, Mr Peek in November.
If you wish to choose all three single Sciences you must seek permission from Mr Peek, Year 11 Dean and the
Head of Faculty: Science. To be considered for this you will need very high achievement in the Year 10 Science
Examination and overall high results in all your four core Year 10 exams plus a genuine reason for this choice.

Choose 3 Compulsory Subjects

Subject 1
English:
11ENG, 11ENL
11ESL
Subject 2
Mathematics:
11MAT, 11MNU, 11MAA
12MTC
Subject 3
Science:
11BIO, 11CHE, 11PHY
11SCI

Subjects 4,5 & 6
Choose 3 other subjects in
ORDER OF PREFERENCE

either

Choose:
one from Box 1
two from Box 2

Choose:
two from Box 1
one from Box 2
Choose:
a Reserve subject

Make sure that you have chosen a broadbased course and have sought permission if
your chosen course requires it.
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Compulsory Subjects /Number of Option Subjects
English is compulsory in Years 11 and 12:
• Year 11 students study:
11ENG English or
11ENL English for Literacy or
11ESL NCEA Level 1 ESOL
• Year 12 NCEA students study:
12ENG NCEA Level 2 English or
12ENL NCEA Level 2 English for Literacy or
12ESL NCEA Level 2 ESOL.
• Year 12 CAIE students study:
12ELC AS English Literature or
12ENC AS English Language or
12ESL NCEA Level 2 ESOL.
• Completion of any of the Year 12 courses will satisfy Literacy requirements for University Entrance.
• Accelerated students who successfully passed IGCSE English Literature in Year 10 may choose the
AS English Literature or AS English Language programme in Year 11 and continue English to A Level in
Year 12. Alternatively, they will pick up another Humanities (English-rich) subject in Year 12 or 13.
Mathematics is compulsory in Year 11:
• Most Year 11 students study 11MAT: Year 11 Mathematics
• Students who find the subject difficult study 11MNU: NCEA Level 1 Mathematics (Numeracy) which
has NCEA Level 1 internal Achievement standards and internal numeracy unit standards.
• Students with high ability in Mathematics who have not been accelerated may be invited to choose
11MAA: Year 11 Mathematics (Extension) course.
• Accelerated students, who are sitting Mathematics IGCSE in Year 10, in 2019, may choose 12MTC, the
AS Mathematics course, 12MAT, the NCEA Level 2 Mathematics course, or may be advised to take the
11MAA course for Year 11 in 2020.
Science is compulsory in Year 11:
• Students must choose at least one of four Science courses: 11SCI: Year 11 Science (General),
11BIO: Year 11 Biology, 11CHE: Year 11 Chemistry, 11PHY: Year 11 Physics
• Some students may choose to take more Science courses (see Subject Details for Prerequisites)
• Students in the Extension Class might be able to choose AS Science courses ( see Supplementary Booklet)
Core Physical Education and Health is compulsory for most students in Years 11 and 12.
Number of subjects:
• Year 11 students study a SIX subject course including an English course, a Mathematics course, a Science
course and three other option subjects plus two Physical Education periods.
• Year 12 NCEA students must study a FIVE subject course including an English course and four other
option subjects plus core Physical Education / Study.
• Students studying NCEA Level 3 in Year 13 usually study FIVE option subjects.
• For some students it may be appropriate to study a mixed level programme, eg four NCEA Level 3
subjects and one Level 2 subject.
• Students studying CAIE in Year 12 usually study FOUR subjects including an AS English course or ESOL.
• Some Year 12 CAIE students, with permission from Mrs Thompson, Year 12 Dean, will be able to study
NCEA Level 2 English plus three or four other AS subjects.
• Students usually study FOUR subjects including a mix of AS and A Levels in Year 13.
• CAIE students may be able to study five CAIE subjects if they have very good results in the preceding
year and permission from Mrs Thompson for Year 12, or Mr Mackenzie for Year 13.
• Students will need very good Year 12 results and permission from Mr Mackenzie if they wish to study
more than three subjects at A Level in Year 13.
• CAIE students should plan a two-year programme for AS and A Level subjects in Years 12 and 13.
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ESOL Courses
The school offers ESOL classes for all age groups. The ESOL programme is designed to assist and support
students for whom English is not their first language, to give them the best possible opportunity to reach
their full potential in learning English. This programme covers reading, writing, speaking and listening to
English and is designed to enable students to cope with classes in the mainstream curriculum and to
communicate confidently.
Details of ESOL classes can be found on the school website; www.macleans.school.nz. Subject Details of
11ESL the Year 11 course NCEA Level 1 ESOL and 12ESL the Year 12 (or 13) course NCEA Level 2 ESOL are
found in the Macleans College Senior Course Guide 2020.
You must successfully complete NCEA Level 1 ESOL (11ESL) in Year 11 or 12 to prepare for NCEA Level 2 ESOL
(12ESL) in Year 12 or 13.
The minimum NCEA Level 2 University Entrance Literacy requirement is 10 credits – 5 credits in Reading and
5 credits in Writing gained in NCEA Level 2 ESOL (12ESL). However, students are strongly advised to aim for
a total of at least 17 credits rom NCEA Level 2 (or 3) English Achievement Standards as this is the academic
English standard (AELR) required by the University of Auckland. The NCEA Level 2 ESOL course includes 13
internal credits as well as a further 8 external credits.
The minimum CAIE English AS University Entrance Literacy requirement is a Grade E in either English
Literature or English Language AS. However, students are strongly advised to aim for a grade D or better as
this is the academic English standard (AELR) required by the University of Auckland.
Students who achieve the minimum University Entrance Literacy, achieve University Entrance and other
entry requirements but do not meet the AELR can still be admitted to the university but will be required to
take an Academic English course in their first semester at university.
Please note that, gaining the English NCEA Level 2 Reading and Writing literacy credits (or the English
Literature or English Language AS equivalent), is ESSENTIAL to satisfy literacy requirements for ALL students
applying to study for degrees at New Zealand universities. It is possible to gain literacy credits from some
Achievement Standards in some NCEA Level 2 and/or 3 subjects other than English. These are indicated in
the Subject Details

Literacy for Students from non-English Speaking
Backgrounds
In New Zealand gaining the NCEA Level 2 Reading and Writing credits, (or the English AS
equivalent), is ESSENTIAL to satisfy literacy requirements for ALL students applying to
study for degrees at New Zealand universities. It is NOT possible for either domestic
students or international, foreign fee paying students, who attend New Zealand high
schools, to substitute IELTS, TOEFL or other English language qualifications.
Most Australian universities will expect NCEA Level 3 English for literacy. They do not accept mixed entry

qualifications so will require CAIE students to satisfy their literacy requirements with either AS or A Level
English or (for International Students) to supply results for IELTS or TOEFL English language qualifications.
Generally AS English Literature or AS English Language Grade C is the minimum grade suffiCAIEnt for literacy
for Australian universities but some courses may require a Grade A and some may require A Level English.
Students must check carefully for the up-to-date requirements for courses that interest them.

Other overseas universities will have their own literacy and English requirements depending on the course
applied for and the course and subjects the student is studying at high school. Students must research
thoroughly and check carefully for the up-to-date requirements for courses that interest them.
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Qualification Pathways at Macleans College
Macleans College offers two qualification pathways from Year 12:
• National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA)
• Cambridge Assessment International Examinations (CAIE)

Cambridge Assessment International Education (CAIE)
The CAIE qualifications are run by the University of Cambridge International Education, United Kingdom. The
qualifications are widely accepted internationally. Macleans College, from 2020, offers CAIE examinations
at two levels from Year 12 (accelerated students may start these in Year 11 in some subjects):
•
•

Year 12 & 13: Advanced Subsidiary (AS)
Year 13:
Advanced (A Level)

Additional information can be obtained from either the CAIE website www.CAIE.org.uk or the CAIE pages on
the Macleans website.
Notes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each subject follows a syllabus laid down in the CAIE prescription for that subject.
A Levels take two years to complete by combining the percentage marks from the AS examinations
gained in one year and the A2 examinations in the following year.
The A2 examination for an A Level must be sat within 13 months of sitting the AS examination.
Once an AS grade has been used in an A Level grade it is not counted separately in UCAS totals.
Some local courses have been written around the New Zealand curriculum.
CAIE is examined externally at the end of the year. Most external examinations are held in
October/November but some are held in May/June.
A few subjects have internally assessed components.
CAIE is reported as percentages and across 6 or 7 grades.
Grades for IGCSE and A Level are:
o A* (90 -100%), A (80-89%), B (70-79%), C (60-69%), D (50-59%), E (40-49%)
Grades for AS are:
o A (80-100%), B (70-79%), C (60-69%), D (50-59%) and E (40-49%)
Candidates who fail to reach the standard required will receive U = Ungraded

•

University entrance is gained from AS and/or A Level accumulated over a maximum of 6 best subject
units during Years 12 and 13. An AS grade in a subject counts as 1 unit, an A Level grade counts as 2
units.
Grade

% Marks

A*
A
B
C
D
E

90 – 100
80 – 100
70 – 79
60 – 69
50 – 59
40 – 49

UCAS Tariff Score
AS
A Level
140
60
120
50
100
40
80
30
60
20
40
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National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA)
NCEA is New Zealand’s national qualification.
Further details are available by visiting www.ncea.govt.nz
At Macleans College, from 2020, NCEA is offered at TWO levels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Year 12
Year 13

NCEA Level 2
NCEA Level 3 and Scholarship

Each subject is divided into a number of Achievement Standards and/or Unit Standards (worth
varying numbers of credits).
There are approximately 6 to 9 standards in each subject.
Each subject is worth approximately 20 to 26 credits.
A full five subject course totals 100 to 130 credits.
Four ‘grades’ are possible for each Achievement standard: Satisfactory work will gain Achievement
(A), Good work will gain Achievement with Merit (M) and Excellent work will be awarded
Achievement with Excellence (E). Work which does not meet the required standard will be recorded
Not Achieved (NA), if not attempted it will be recorded (SNA).
Many achievement standards have external examinations sat in November.
Some NCEA subjects include Unit standards. These are all assessed internally (by the school or other
providers). Two grades are possible: A = Achieved or NA = Not Achieved.
Some subjects are made up entirely of Unit standards.
All NCEA subjects include some standards which are internally assessed (by the school or other
providers). These may be Achievement standards or Unit standards.
No traditional marks or percentages are awarded.
University Entrance (UE) is gained using Level 3 credits from approved subjects. (see page 19).
Discretionary entry MAY be possible using Level 2 credits, if achievement is very high.
Students intending to study at university are strongly recommended to choose approved subjects
with all or most of their credits from Achievement standards.
Within the NCEA pathway are a number of subjects, particularly suited to those students more
comfortable with practical learning. These are marked * and shaded on subject lists. A course
including more than one of these subjects is NOT suitable for students intending to go to university.
Students taking these subjects, work towards gaining their NCEA Level 2 and Level 3 certificates.

NCEA Certificates are cumulative and may be built up over a number of years.

NOTE:

NCEA Level 1 courses will generally not be offered at Macleans College from 2020.
It is not necessary to achieve a Level 1 Certificate before working towards a Level 2 Certificate.

• An NCEA Level 1 Certificate is awarded to students who have achieved 80 Level 1 credits at Level 1 or
higher including 10 credits in Level 1 Literacy and 10 in Level 1 Numeracy.
• An NCEA Level 2 Certificate requires achievement of 80 credits: up to 20 from Level 1 and at least 60 from
Level 2 or above. Students must also have achieved at least NCEA Level 1 Numeracy and Literacy.
• An NCEA Level 3 Certificate requires 80 credits: up to 20 from Level 2 and at least 60 from Level 3.
Students must also have achieved at least NCEA Level 1 Numeracy and Literacy.
• Students are able to earn endorsed certificates. Students require 50 Excellence credits at the appropriate
level to gain an NCEA endorsed with Excellence, and 50 Merit or Excellence credits at the level to gain
an NCEA endorsed with Merit.
• Course Endorsements: Students are able to gain Merit or Excellence endorsement in a course if they gain
14 or more credits at Merit or Excellence for that course in a single year. (For most subjects at least 3 of
these credits must be from externally assessed standards and 3 from internally assessed standards in
that course.)
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Vocational Pathways
The Vocational Pathways is a tool that provides a framework for
vocational options. There are six pathways which represent ways to
structure and achieve NCEA Level 2. The pathways will help students to
develop their education plan, so they are better informed and able to
make better choices to meet their vocational goals.
There are a range of tools, including a Profile Builder at:
www.youthguarantee.net.nz/start-your-journey

NCEA Employment Focused Subjects
•

•
•
•
•
•

From Year 12 these courses are largely made up of internally assessed Unit Standards. They may
include some achievement standards. They are shaded on subject lists.
They are generally open entry i.e. they may be picked up without prior learning (with permission).
These subjects are NOT intended to prepare students for University or other degree study and are NOT
(or do not lead to) approved subjects for University Entrance.
A course including 2 or more of these shaded subjects is suited to students who do NOT intend to go
to University, or study at degree level, when they leave school.
Students in Year 12 and 13 work towards achieving their NCEA Level 2 and Level 3 Certificates.
These subjects combine to form a vocational pathway with practical learning. They help prepare
students for entry into certificate and diploma courses, apprenticeships and employment.
Subject
*Construction
*Early Childhood Studies
*Engineering (Mechanical)
*Financial Literacy
*Hospitality
*Sport Studies &/or Outdoor Education
*Travel and Tourism
*Vocational Pathway Studies
*Police Studies

Year 11



Level 2










Level 3








Gateway, STAR and Trades Academy Programmes

The Gateway programme offers structured workplace learning opportunities to selected senior students. It
is designed to strengthen the pathway from school to work or further study by providing students with firsthand experience of potential career pathways. Students complete a work placement and have their learning
assessed to gain Unit Standards (approximately 20 credits).
Twenty seven students each year are placed with various local employers for one day a week over a six to
ten week period. In 2019 these included: Buckland Beach Kindergarten, Air NZ Engineering, Air NZ Ground
Staff, The Learning Ladder, Kinetic Electrical, Haunui Stud Farm and Rocket Lab.
The STAR programme offered by the Careers Department is for selected students who go out of school to
STAR courses run by tertiary providers. Courses are always related to a career area of interest to the student
and may offer Unit Standards. They may be one day Taster Courses or Full Courses run one day a week for
several weeks. In 2019 courses included programmes in: Travel & Tourism, Workplace First Aid, Computer
Software, Computer Hardware, Broadcasting, Elite Beauty and Zoo Ventures.
Trades Academy is a Level 2 tertiary partnership with MIT. As part of the Level 2 Vocational Pathway Studies
class students choose a course at MIT which they attend one day a week for the full year. Some courses
offered are: Building and Electrical, Building and Plumbing, Business Administration, Hospitality and
Automotive Engineering, Courses are made up of approximately 30 NCEA Level 2 credits.
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Re-assessment / Absences / Trips / Appeals
The school has written policies covering these aspects for Year 11 Macleans Certificate, NCEA and CAIE. All
students will be given a summary of the key policy statements for each of their subjects at the start of the
school year.
There are NO re-assessment opportunities for Year 11 Macleans Certificate courses or internally assessed
NCEA standards but a re-submission is possible in some subjects. Always aim to achieve the highest grade
you can.
There is generally no reassessment opportunity for CAIE. If a student misses a CAIE examination or practical
for any reason, including illness, it is unlikely that a compassionate aegrotat assessment will be granted.

Examination Entry and Fees
There are no fees for Year 11 students taking Year 11 Macleans Certificate courses.
Students in 11MNU or 11ESL classes may need to pay entry fees for NCEA Level 1.
Accelerated students in CAIE AS classes will have to pay CAIE fees.
Entry fees for the National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA) Levels 1, 2 and 3 and Cambridge
Assessment International Education (CAIE) - AS and A Levels are collected in July/August by the school on
behalf of the New Zealand Qualifications Authority and Cambridge Assessment International Education.

NCEA

There are NO fees for DOMESTIC Students (New Zealand citizens and Permanent Residents).
Current Fees for INTERNATIONAL Fee-Paying Students: Entry for all NZQA standards is $383.30

CAIE

Details of the current fees charged in 2019 are shown below, these are subject to change but may be used
as an indication of the fees to be charged in 2020.
Fees are the same for Domestic and International Students. They are set each year by Cambridge
International Education in UK Sterling (£) and converted to Dollars NZ$.
AS / A Level (Indicative Charges):

Example:

Fee for 2 x AS Subjects = from $308.00

CAIE Admin Fee (Macleans)
$70.00
per Subject Fee AS or A2 Level $119.00
AS Sciences Practical Additional Fee
$40.00
AS Art Practical Additional Fee
$40.00
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NCEA – University Entrance
General standard:
Achievement of NCEA Level 3 Certificate: (Requires achieving at least 80 credits - 60 credits or more must be
at Level 3 or higher and up to 20 credits at Level 2 or higher also at least Level 1 Numeracy & Literacy).
A minimum of 14 credits at Level 3 or higher in each of three subjects from the list of approved subjects. (The
remaining credits to achieve NCEA Level 3 may come from either achievement or unit standards).
Literacy standard:
A minimum of 10 credits at Level 2 or higher in English or Te Reo Māori; 5 credits must be in Reading and 5
credits must be in Writing. The literacy credits will be selected from a schedule of approved achievement
standards and unit standards found on www.nzqa.govt.nz
Numeracy standard:
A minimum of 10 credits at Level 1 or higher in Mathematics from specific Achievement standards or three
specific Numeracy Unit standards.
General
NCEA Level 3
Certificate

Approved
Subject 1
(14 credits)
Literacy
Level 2 (or above)
10 credits
Numeracy
Level 1 (or above)
10 credits

Approved
Subject 2
(14 credits)
Reading
(5 Credits)

Writing
(5 Credits)

Approved
Subject 3
(14 credits)

At least 38 further
credits
(18 credits at Level
3 or above and
20 credits Level 2 or
above)

Mathematics/Numeracy
(10 credits)

NOTES:
The minimum Literacy requirement for University Entrance is 10 credits - 5 Reading credits and 5 Writing
credits. However, students are strongly recommended to achieve a total of 17 or more credits in NCEA Level
2 or 3 English. This is the level of academic English literacy required for entry to all degrees at the University
of Auckland.
It is NOT possible for international students studying at NZ high schools to substitute IELTS or TOEFL for the
required NCEA Level 2 literacy standards.

NCEA Approved Subjects:
Year 13 students who plan to study for a degree should select at least four, preferably five, Level 3 approved
subjects that have all, or most of their credits from Achievement Standards. The subjects approved for
University Entrance which are offered at Macleans College in 2020 are listed below.
Approved Subjects offered at Macleans College in 2020
Accounting
Art (Design)
Art (Painting)
Art (Photography)
Biology
Business Studies
Chemistry
Chinese
Classical Studies

Design & Visual Communication
Digital Technology (Media)
Drama
Economics
English
Geography
History
Te Reo Māori
Media Studies

NCEA Level 3
Mathematics (Calculus)
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Physics
Robotics & Product Design
Spanish
Social Studies
Textiles
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CAIE – University Entrance
General standard:
CAIE candidates presenting AS or A Level must gain a minimum of 120 points on the UCAS Tariff and a
minimum Grade of D in each of at least 3 subjects equivalent to subjects in the approved list.
Literacy standard:
A CAIE candidate with an E Grade or better in English (Literature) AS or English Language AS will be deemed
to have satisfied the literacy requirements of the university entrance standard.
Numeracy standard:
Grade D or better in Mathematics IGCSE will be deemed to have satisfied the numeracy requirements of the
university entrance standard. (Mathematics taken at AS, will also satisfy the numeracy requirement.
Mathematics IGCSE is the minimum acceptable).
UCAS Tariff Score
Grade
% Marks
The UCAS Tariff score is accumulated over a maximum of 6 best
AS
A Level
subject units. An AS counts as 1 unit, an A Level counts as 2
A*
90 – 100
140
units. UCAS tariff points can be accumulated over one or two
A
80 – 100 60
120
years.
B
70 – 79
50
100
C
60 – 69
40
80
D
50 – 59
30
60
E
40 – 49
20
40
General
AS or A level
(UCAS total for
best 6 subjects
120 points)

Approved
Subject 1
(D or above)
Literacy
AS (or above)
Numeracy
IGCSE (or above)

Approved
Subject 2
(D or above)

Approved
Subject 3
(D or above)

Up to 3 other
subject units to
complete a
UCAS points
total of 120.

English Literature
or English Language
(E or above)
Mathematics
(D or above)

NOTE: AS English Grade E is the minimum Literacy requirement for University Entrance. However, students
are strongly advised to achieve a Grade D or better. This is the level of academic English literacy required for
entry to all degrees at the University of Auckland.

CAIE Approved Subjects:
All CAIE AS and A Level subjects offered at Macleans College are equivalent to approved subjects. AS is the
minimum University Entrance level in New Zealand for most degrees. However, some degrees require
particular subjects and may require them at A Level.
Approved Subjects offered at Macleans College in 2020
Accounting
Art (Digital Design &
Photography)
Fine Art (Painting)
Biology
Business
Chemistry
Chinese
Classical Studies

AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
AS

Computer Science
Design Technology
(Graphics)
Economics
English Literature
English Language
Further Mathematics
Geography

CAIE AS/A Level
AS/A

History

AS/A

Japanese

AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
A
AS/A

Mathematics
Music
Physics
Spanish
Textiles

AS/A
AS
AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
AS/A
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Entry to Certificate and Diploma Courses
Certificate courses (Levels 1,2,3) at polytechnics or private training providers require at least 3 years of
secondary education, for example, successful completion of Year 11. For some courses results in particular
subjects may be required.
Many Diploma and some Certificate courses (Levels 4, 5, 6) at polytechnics or private training providers,
require successful completion of Year 12 credits at NCEA Level 2 (often 48 or more) or 60 UCAS points in CAIE
AS. Some courses require, or recommend, particular Year 12 subjects. Some courses require a higher
academic standard or have additional requirements e.g. a greater number of Level 2 credits, Level 3 credits,
particular subjects, interview, portfolio, audition, or Curriculum Vitae.
It is important to check the requirements for each course and each provider as they vary.

Entry to New Zealand Universities
The Common Entrance Standard, detailed on the previous pages, is the minimum standard which must be
met to gain entry to university in New Zealand. It is laid down by the New Zealand Vice Chancellors
Committee. It is the minimum standard required for entry to all undergraduate degree programmes in
New Zealand.
Students should note that UE is the minimum requirement for entry to degree programmes - most
university courses require a higher standard for entry and/or specific subjects.
To meet the Common Entrance Standard for UE to New Zealand universities and other undergraduate
degree programmes in New Zealand, students must meet three requirements:
•
•
•

A general subject standard
A Literacy standard
A Numeracy standard

Combining NCEA and CAIE Pathways

The General Subject standard must be met entirely from one pathway. Universities and polytechnics have
some flexibility in recognising Literacy and Numeracy standards from either pathway. Students are
encouraged to study subjects which enable them to gain their University Entrance from one pathway.

Limited Entry Degree Courses

As well as gaining University Entrance, students will need to satisfy additional requirements for competitive
entry to a large number of popular and/or challenging degree programmes. These include higher scores and
particular subjects or other additional requirements such as portfolios, auditions, written statements,
references and/or interviews.

Entry to Overseas Universities
Qualifications required for entry to courses at overseas universities vary enormously. It is essential that
students interested in studying overseas prepare thoroughly, start planning early and carefully check
websites and prospectuses for details. It is important to start gathering information and making
applications at least a year ahead as the process is time consuming. It is possible to apply overseas with
good results in either CAIE or NCEA. Website links and information sheets are available on the school
website. Follow the Student Life link at the top left of the home page then Student Support in the centre
of the screen with Careers Department below then choose Overseas Universities.
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Year 11 Subject Details:
Subjects are listed in alphabetical order.
11ACT

Year 11 Accounting

MCERT

Course
Statement:

In all roles in business, financial information is used to inform decision making. An
understanding of the language of Accounting and how to use financial information will
assist students to make a better sense of the business world.
With a rapidly changing business environment there is an increasing emphasis on
sustainability reporting. This course will seek to develop an understanding of the key
Accounting concepts, financial statement preparation and analysis, and sustainability
reporting. The communication of financial information is a skill that will also be developed.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12ACT: NCEA Level 2 Accounting
12BUS: NCEA Level 2 Business Studies
12ACC: CAIE AS Accounting
12BSC: CAIE AS Business

11ADP

Year 11 Art & Design

Course
Statement:

This course will teach learners to develop ideas in response to the cultural context of
Kaitiakitanga and site-specific art. Students will engage in an investigation that will
incorporate the art fields of Fine Art, Photography, Moving Image and Design. Through the
production of their own original work, students will develop digital skills in using Adobe
Photoshop and Premiere Pro.

Accounting Concepts
Processing Accounting Information
Preparing Financial Statements
Sustainability Accounting
Analysis and Interpretation of Accounting information
Partnerships and Company Accounting
Technology in Accounting

MCERT

Students will submit 3 x A1 portfolio panels showing evidence of work documenting
planning, site and artist investigation and several practical outcomes. A moving image/art
film interpreting an exhibition proposal will be assessed as a final artwork alongside their
portfolio.
Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12ADC: CAIE AS Digital Design & Photography
12ADE: NCEA Level 2 Art Design
12APH: NCEA Level 2 Art Photography

Fine Art Photography skills and Practice
Cultural Contexts and Art Practices associated with Kaitiakitanga.
Moving Image and Cinemagraphs.
Creative Design drawing skills and principles.
Visual Literacy and Communication
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11ART

Year 11 Art Painting

MCERT

Course
Statement:

Art Painting is a practical and research-based course upon which all further study in
painting for NCEA and CAIE are based.
Learners will engage in experimentation using a range of wet and dry media. Investigating
established painting practices and conventions will inform an ongoing body of work which
will be presented as a Portfolio. Students completing this course will develop skills in spatial
awareness, creative imagination, personal art techniques and critical faculties which will
support their learning in the wider school curriculum.

Topics
Covered:

• Wet and dry media skills and techniques for proficient paint/pen/pencil application
• Logical understanding of established practice appropriate to painting to inform

contextual, conceptual and compositional ideas.

• Art book making and binding

Leads to:

12APA: NCEA Level 2 Art Painting
12APC: CAIE AS Fine Art (Painting)

11BIO

Year 11 Biology

MCERT

Course
Statement:

Biology is the study of living things and how they interact with each other and the
environment. Students develop an understanding of the diversity of life and life
processes, of evolution as the result of life processes and the ecology, and the impact of
humans on all forms of life and the environment. As a result, students are better
informed and able to make reasoned, balanced judgements on some of the biological
issues affecting New Zealanders such as vaccination, genetic testing and modification,
sustainability and conservation, and protection of our unique flora, fauna and
ecosystems. They will also have a greater insight into the working of their own bodies
and an understanding of some of the health issues affecting New Zealanders and on a
global basis.

Prerequisites:

Students who wish to choose ONE of: 11BIO, 11CHE or 11PHY must achieve 60% or
better in the Year 10 Science End of Year Examination.
70% or better is required to choose TWO of: 11BIO, 11CHE, 11PHY, 11SCI.
80% or better plus other criteria (see page 12) are required to choose THREE Sciences.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12BIC: CAIE AS Biology
12BIO: NCEA Level 2 Biology

Chemicals of life and Human nutrition
Plant transport and nutrition
Coordination and Hormonal control
Homeostasis and Excretion
Respiration and Gas Exchange
Cells and Cell Processes
Cell Division and Genetics
Biotechnology and Genetic engineering
Disease and Immunity
Classification
Human Influence on the Environment
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11CHE

Year 11 Chemistry

MCERT

Course
Statement:

Chemistry involves the study of matter and the changes it undergoes. Students develop
an understanding of the structure, composition and properties of matter, how it
chemically changes and the energy involved. Using the fundamental understanding of
the properties of materials, students can make sense of the material world around them,
and to critically analyse what is going on. As a result, Chemistry students are better
equipped to understand issues such as environmental sustainability as well as the
development of new materials and sources of energy.
This course provides the foundations of the above chemistry skills and knowledge to
enable students to undertake further study in Chemistry. The course uses a number of
New Zealand contexts and practical experiments to highlight core chemistry ideas.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•

Acid bases and salts
Chemistry of metals
Chemistry of non-metals
Energy in chemistry

•
•
•
•

Chemistry calculations
Organic chemistry
Periodic Table; Compounds
Properties and structure of matter

Prerequisites:

Students who wish to choose ONE of: 11BIO, 11CHE or 11PHY must achieve 60% or
better in the Year 10 Science End of Year Examination.
70% or better is required to choose TWO of: 11BIO, 11CHE, 11PHY, 11SCI.
80% or better plus other criteria (see page 12) are required to choose THREE Sciences.

Leads to:

12CHC: CAIE AS Chemistry
12CHE: NCEA Level 2 Chemistry

11CHI

Year 11 Chinese

Course
Statement:

In this course students will have the chance to start building their fluency in Chinese by
revisiting some of the topics learnt in Year 9 and Year 10 and extending their knowledge
and skills.

MCERT

They will learn to cope with a number of familiar situations which might occur when
dealing with Chinese speakers either locally or abroad. They will learn to use familiar
language with some flexibility and pick up some new language from its use in context.
They will also start developing some fluency and will be able to read and write more
extensive texts as well as take part in controlled conversations.
Students who choose this subject may have the opportunity to go on a foreign language
exchange trip.
Background:
Topics
Covered:

Leads to:

If you have not studied Year 10 Chinese you must seek advice and guidance from the
Head of Faculty: Languages before entering your choice online.
•
•
•
•

My life
School
Leisure
Media

•
•
•
•
•

Where I live
Food and drink
Lifestyle
The world of work
Bridge topic to AS level

12CNC: CAIE AS Chinese,
12CHI: NCEA Level 2 Chinese
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11COM

Year 11 Commerce

Course
Statement:

Why can’t I have everything I want? In this combined Economics and Business Studies
course, students will develop an understanding of why and how people as individuals and
as groups choose to satisfy their unlimited wants with their limited resources. Business
concepts shall focus on the functions of businesses within a national and international
environment including; Marketing, Human Resources and Leadership. Students will
develop skills of entrepreneurship, communication, leadership, innovation and critical
thinking.

Topics
Covered:

• Explore the Basis of Economics. (Why can’t I have everything I want?)
• How is a market price determined? ($1 099 for Samsung phone - Rip-Off or Bargain?)
• Explore NZ’s Economic History from pre-colonisation to “Thinking Big” (Has NZ always
•
•
•
•
•
•

MCERT

been so dependent on dairy and tourism?)
Explore how Government Intervenes in our daily lives
Understanding the Business Environment
International Business
Marketing Strategy
The Recruitment Process
Business Leadership

Leads to:

12ACT: NCEA Level 2 Accounting
12BUS: NCEA Level 2 Business Studies
12ECO: NCEA Level 2 Economics
12BSC: CAIE AS Business Studies
12ECC: CAIE AS Economics

11CMS

Year 11 Computer Science

Course
Statement:

This course is an introduction to Computer Science and Digital Technology. Students will
develop a digital solution to a real-world situation (a website), to program in a high-level
language (Visual Basic) and the fundamentals of Computer Science theory and technology.

Topics
Covered:

• Website Design & Creation:

• Computer Programming:

• Computer Science Theory:

Leads to:

MCERT

HTML
CSS
Java-script
General Programming
Algorithms
Software Development
Binary Numbers
Data Formats and Storage
Internet and Communication

12DTG: NCEA Level 2 Digital Media (Computing)
12CPC: CAIE AS Computer Science
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11CON

Year 11 Construction

MCERT

Course
Statement:

Construction is a very practical programme and covers skills in communication, literacy,
maths, quality standards, workshop procedures, drawing and sketching, job specifications,
health and safety, materials knowledge (including timber, metal, plastic, glass and rubber),
hand tools, power tools, and operating fixed machinery which enable students to take
responsibility for their own learning. It will also provide students with the knowledge and
skills to work safely with materials, hand tools and machinery in a workshop environment.
Students who participate in the Construction programme can go on to consider
apprenticeships or further training in a variety of trades such as: building, construction,
plumbing, drain- laying, roofing, gas-fitting, painting and decorating, infrastructure,
flooring and joinery.

Topics
Covered:

• Demonstrate knowledge of and apply safe working practices in a construction

Leads to:

12TCO: NCEA Level 2 BCITO Construction

environment
• Apply elementary workshop procedures and processes with a practical outcome
• Complete a range of constructed projects demonstrating good hand skills and finishing
techniques

11DDT

Year 11 Digital Design

MCERT

Course Statement: This course focuses on students developing skills and knowledge in using different
creative technologies to create quality, fit-for-purpose digital outcomes that meet
end user requirements. Students will work through a design process including:
research, design and problem solving, integration of digital media and information,
testing, evaluation and production. They will be given the opportunity to learn image
manipulation, animation, web design and development.
Students will work through an iterative process to develop a small computer program
using the Python programming language.
Topics Covered:

•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12DTG: NCEA Level 2 Digital Technology (Media)
12TRE: NCEA Level 2 Robotics & Product Design
12CPC: CAIE AS Computer Science

Web Design and Development
Human Computer Interaction
Animation
Computer Programming
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11DRA

Year 11 Drama

MCERT

Course
Statement:

The purpose of offering Drama is to develop the ability to think creatively and critically
within a range of contexts. To broaden students’ capacity for self-expression,
communication, analysis, problem-solving skills, confidence, and collaboration. To foster
skills in the discipline of acting, a range of performance styles, and theatre-making.
Our goal is to promote drama as a vehicle to develop personal, social, cultural, and political
awareness. To endeavour to achieve this through experiential and embodied learning,
socialized learning, research, exercising empathy, understanding human behaviour, and
studying past and present contexts, through the medium of performance.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12DRA: NCEA Level 2 Drama

11ENM

Year 11 Engineering (Mechanical)

Course
Statement:

This course is designed as a foundation skill base for further engineering technology related
courses. The course aims to provide the training required for students to gain entry into
Industrial Technologies and to provide knowledge of the careers available in engineering
related industries. This is a practical based course with required theoretical modules to
enhance the safety and learning in a workshop environment. Students will make technically
challenging and useful projects that can be taken home once completed.

Topics
Covered:

• Basic workshop safety procedures
• Basic engineering workshop techniques including, cutting, marking out, measuring,
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

Professional Theatre Workshops
Theatre Form - Commedia dell'Arte Performance and Mask Work.
Theatre Form - Stanislavsky - Research Project, Acting Techniques, and Monologues.
Devised Theatre - Creating an Original Drama
Live Theatre Visit.
Working with a Script - The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde.

MCERT

joining, assembly, and finishing
Measurement including height gauge; micrometer; vernier
Use of basic tools and machinery including centre lathe and milling machine
Investigation, design and building of a simple product
Creation and interpretation of 2D and 3D Engineering Drawings and sketches.

12TEM: NCEA Level 2 Mechanical Engineering
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11ENG

Year 11 English (Core)

Course
Statement:

The Year 11 General English course includes the study of poetry , film and novel, along with
creative and formal writing, reading and language skills, and speech. The course is designed
to foster enjoyment of the subject and prepare students for both NCEA and CAIE (AS
Literature and Language) pathways.

Topics
Covered:

Leads to:

•
•
•
•

Poetry
Novel
Film
Creative Writing

MCERT

• Formal Writing
• Speech
• Response to Unfamiliar Texts.

12ENG: NCEA Level 2 English
12ELC: CAIE AS English Literature
12ENC: CAIE AS English Language

11ENA

Year 11 English (Extension)

Course
Statement:

The Year Advanced English course is designed for students who have shown outstanding
achievement in junior English. With a focus on literature - the study of poetry, prose and
drama (Shakespearean and Non-Shakespearean) - it is designed to prepare students for
the CAIE AS Literature course.

Prerequisites:

Students will be invited to this course by the HOF, in conjunction with English teachers.

Topics
Covered:

• Poetry
• Novel
• Shakespearean Drama

MCERT

• Non-Shakespearean Drama
• Creative Writing
• Speech

Leads to:

12ELC: CAIE AS English Literature
12ENC: CAIE AS English Language

11ENL

Year 11 English (Literacy)

Course
Statement:

The Year 11 Literacy English course includes the study of poetry, film and novel, along
with language, research, close-viewing and speech. The course is designed to for
students who have difficulty with English and who need additional support.

Prerequisites

Students will be selected for this course by the HOF, in conjunction with English teachers.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12ENL: NCEA Level 2 English (Literacy)

MCERT

Poetry
Novel
Film
Creative Writing
Formal Writing
Speech
Research and Reading Logs.
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11ESL

Year 11 ESOL

NCEA Level 1

Course
Statement:

This course offers 17 Level 1 English credits. It scaffolds into the 12ESL course. Students in
this class will learn the skills needed to be successful in Level 2 English in addition to
improving their existing use of the English language.

Prerequisites: Success at ESS2 or 10ESL level or placement as a result of ESOL testing.
Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•

NCEA Level 1
Standards:

Internally assessed Level 1 Achievement Standards (13 credits):

Formal writing
Reading logs
Close viewing
Film study
Use of English
90053

English 1.5 - Produce formal writing

3

90854

English 1.10 - Form personal responses to independently read texts,
supported by evidence

4

90857

English 1.6 - Construct and deliver an oral text

3

90856

English 1.11 - Show understanding of visual and/or oral text(s) through
close viewing and/or listening, using supporting evidence

3

Leads to:

12ESL: NCEA Level 2 ESOL
12ENG: NCEA Level 2 English

11GEO

Year 11 Geography

Course
Statement:

To be able to understand the natural processes that shape landforms in regions across
New Zealand and around the world and investigate how perspectives are affecting how
humans interact with the natural environment.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12GEO: NCEA Level 2 Geography
12GEC: CAIE AS Geography

MCERT

Introduction to the world
The Carbon Cycle and Energy security
Tectonic processes and Hazards
Global Development and Connections The Water Cycle and Water Insecurity
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11GRA

Year 11 Graphics

MCERT

Course
Statement:

Graphics provides students with design knowledge, skills and critical thinking that
underpins the design industry. Focusing on spatial and product design this course provides
students with the framework to undertake future study in architecture, product design,
industrial design and other design fields. Focusing on the fundamental skills of visual
communication and innovative design thinking Graphics equips students to engage with
design briefs, work through the design process and model their ideas. Students will use
advanced modelling techniques to achieve high end results with 3D printing and Laser
cutting design details.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12DVV: NCEA Level 2 Design & Visual Communication
12DGC: CAIE AS Design & Technology (Graphics)

Spatial Design
Product Design
Model Making
Design & Formal Drawing

11HIS

Year 11 History

MCERT

Course
Statement:

By studying the past, students will be able to understand the world and NZ as they are
today. By analysing differing perspectives, it leads to greater understanding of people’s
viewpoints and actions.
We have focussed on three of the major historical events which dominated the 20th
century; the origins of World War Two, the Arab/Israeli conflict - an issue still ongoing
today and the Cold War and how this impacted on New Zealand.
Skills taught will be source analysis, extended writing and the importance of seeing issues
through the differing perspectives of people.

Topics
Covered:

• International Relations 1919-39 (Origins of World War 2)
• Palestine/Israel Conflict
• International Relations 1945-1991 (The Cold War)

Leads to:

12HIC: CAIE AS History
12HIS: NCEA Level 2 History
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11HPY

Year 11 Hospitality

MCERT

Course
Statement:

Hospitality allows students to develop an appreciation of foods from around the world
and a range of skills that include food safety / preparation, baking and cooking skills to
produce a wide range of dishes. This will enable students to acquire industry
knowledge and develop basic culinary skills.
Students will gain valuable practical life skills that will be of use to them later in life or for
careers in the hospitality industry that includes working in cafés, restaurants, hotels and
tertiary education to train as a professional chef, barista, catering expert, food & beverage
manager, café or restaurant manager.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12HPY: NCEA Level 2 Hospitality

Prepare and present pressed coffee for service
Identify career pathways in the hospitality industry
Demonstrate knowledge of cooking methods in the hospitality industry.
Prepare and present hot finger food in the hospitality industry.
Prepare and cook a cake, a sponge, and a batch of scones in the hospitality industry
Prepare and present fruit and vegetables in the hospitality industry
Demonstrate knowledge of knife care, use, storage and carrying for the hospitality
industry

11JAP

Year 11 Japanese

MCERT

Course
Statement:

Japanese is a particularly significant language for New Zealand because of the important
economic and cultural ties New Zealand is developing with Japan. As a Pacific country,
New Zealand has increasing contact with this major trading partner more and more. In
addition, students find it interesting and enriching to study a language and writing system
so different from English/Maori and to learn about a culture so different from New
Zealand’s main cultures.
In the Year 11 course students will learn to cope with a variety of routine situations when
visiting Japan or when dealing with Japanese speakers in New Zealand. They will use
familiar language with some flexibility and pick up some new language from its use in
context. Students will read and write notes and short letters, and understand many
Japanese customs and make use of them.

Background:

If you have not studied Year 10 Japanese you must seek advice and guidance from the
Head of Faculty: Languages before entering your choice online.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12JPC: CAIE AS Japanese

Everyday activities
Personal and social life
The world around us
The world of work
The international world.
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11MAT

Year 11 Mathematics (Core)

Course
Statement:

This course is designed to prepare students for senior mathematics as well as developing
general mathematical skills for everyday living. Students intending to progress to either
of the two NCEA Level 2 Mathematics courses or CAIE AS Mathematics in Year 12 must
take this course.

Prerequisites:

Recommended for students with 40% or more in the 10MAT end of year exam.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Number
Algebraic Manipulation I
Statistics & Probability
Algebraic Manipulation II
Functions & Graphs
Geometry

MCERT

•
•
•
•
•
•

Trigonometry
Transformations of Graphs
Areas & Volumes
Matrices
Linear Programming
Statistical Simulations

Leads to:

12MAT: NCEA Level 2 Mathematics
12MST: NCEA Level 2 Mathematics (Statistics)
12MTC: CAIE AS Mathematics

11MNU

Year 11 Mathematics (Numeracy)

Course
Statement:

The focus of this course is for students to gain a minimum of 10 Numeracy credits
required for NCEA Level 1 and University Entrance. It offers 20 internally assessed credits.

NCEA Level 1

It is NOT suitable for students wishing to progress to either NCEA Level 2 Mathematics
course or Mathematics AS in Year 12. Students will be taught a cohesive and coherent
Mathematics syllabus.
Suitable for students who have gained 20 – 30% in the Year 10 Mathematics End of Year
Examination. Those who have between 30 - 40% will need to seek advice from their
mathematics teacher as to the most appropriate Year 11 Mathematics course for them
and gain approval from the Faculty Head.
Prerequisites:
Topics
Covered:

NCEA Level 1
Standards:

10MAT or 10MNU. Recommendation by Mathematics Teacher or Head of Faculty.
• Number
• Right-angled Triangles
• Bivariate Data

• Linear Algebra
• Multivariate Data
• Measurement

Internally assessed NCEA Level 1 Achievement Standards (20 credits):
91026 Apply numeric reasoning in solving problems.

4

91032 Apply right-angled triangles in solving problems

3

91036 Investigate bivariate numerical data using the statistical enquiry cycle

3

91029 Apply linear algebra in solving problems.

3

91035 Investigate a given multivariate data set using the statistical enquiry cycle 4
91030 Apply measurement in solving problems
Leads to:

3

This is a terminating course. It does NOT lead to Year 12 Mathematics.
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11MAA

Year 11 Mathematics (Extension)

MCERT

Course
Statement:

This is a demanding course for capable students. Its goal is to cover material from the
Year 11 Mathematics course before moving on to study topics to prepare for high
achievement in AS Mathematics the following year.

Prerequisites

Students with at least 90% in Year 10 Mathematics will be considered for this course - by
invitation only.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12MTC: CAIE AS Mathematics

Algebra
Geometry and coordinate geometry
Statistics and Probability
Circular Measure
Trigonometry
Introduction to calculus
Vectors and matrices
Sequences and series
Graphing and quadratics

12MTC/12MAT CAIE AS Mathematics / NCEA Level 2 Mathematics
Prerequisites:

Available only to students who are completing IGCSE Mathematics in 2019.
See page 37 for Subject Details.

11MUS

Year 11 Music

MCERT

Course
Statement:

Students who take music will develop the ability to think creativity, work cooperatively,
problem solve effectively and to enhance their higher brain function. They will see and
experience the direct correlation between effort and the quality of a result and discover
and continuously develop their individual skills as musicians, building confidence in
themselves and encouraging their peers to do the same.
This is a course for students who want to progress in their musical skills and who are curious
about music’s role in our world. It aims to give all young musicians the opportunity to
develop their skills and knowledge in a variety of musical contexts.

Topics
Covered:

• Western Music History: Students will investigate the history of music throughout six

Leads to:

12MUC: CAIE AS Music
12MUS: NCEA Level 2 Music

musical eras: Early Music, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, 20th Century and
Contemporary Music. This includes study of composers, compositional styles and
techniques, instruments and technologies and musical characteristics.
• Music and Imagery: Students will explore the ways that four composers have written
music which is connected to an image or story. This will culminate in a composition
project in which students will use technologies to create a piece of music to moving
image.
• Performance: Students will be expected to prepare performances both as a soloist and
as part of an ensemble throughout the year, with support from individual or group
lessons on their chosen instrument.
• Composition: Students will develop skills in musical composition throughout the year,
creating a portfolio of progress and working to establish a unique compositional voice.
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11PEA

Year 11 Physical Education

MCERT

Course
Statement:

In physical education, the focus is on movement and its contribution to the development
of individuals and communities. By learning in, through and about movement, students
gain an understanding that movement is integral to human expression and that it can
contribute to people’s pleasure and enhance their lives. They learn to understand,
appreciate, and move their bodies, relate positively to others, and demonstrate
constructive attitudes and values. This learning takes place as they engage in play, games,
sport, exercise, and expressive movement in diverse physical and social environments.

Topics
Covered:

The course offers a theory and a practical component.
Theory component has the topics:
• Skill acquisition
• Anatomy; Exercise Physiology; Biomechanics; Fitness
• Sociology
Coursework includes three different practicals

Leads to:

12PEA: NCEA Level 2 Physical Education

11PHY

Year 11 Physics

Course
Statement:

Physics involves investigating and understanding physical phenomena such as energy,
forces and motion and how they are intricately linked. Studying Physics enables students
to understand and critically think about aspects of the physical world and how they
interact with each other. Knowing about Physics enables people to understand a wide
range of contemporary issues/challenges such as energy production and transportation.
It also generates potential technological solutions.

MCERT

This course builds upon the Macleans Junior Science programme to prepare students for
higher level Physics study in either pathway. The content of the course will enable
students to understand more about the physical world that surrounds them, and the
simple principles that underpin our knowledge of physical processes. Students will
develop an understanding of how theory and experiment can work together to progress
our understanding, and how this understanding can be used to benefit society in the
present and the future.
Prerequisites:

Topics
Covered:

Leads to:

Students who wish to choose ONE of: 11BIO, 11CHE or 11PHY must achieve 60% or
better in the Year 10 Science End of Year Examination.
70% or better is required to choose TWO of: 11BIO, 11CHE, 11PHY, 11SCI.
80% or better plus other criteria (see page 12) are required to choose THREE Sciences.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measurements
Motion
Forces and Momentum
Equilibrium
Pressure
Energy/Work/Power

•
•
•
•
•

Thermal Physics
Waves
Light
Electricity and Magnetism
Atomic Physics and Radioactivity

12PYC: CAIE AS Physics
12PHY: NCEA Level 2 Physics
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11SCI

Year 11 Science (General)

Course
Statement:

Studying Science allows students to investigate, develop an understanding of and think
critically about the Living, Physical and Material world that they inhabit. The critical
thinking, problem solving skills and knowledge gained will allow students to understand
and make informed decisions about current issues in Science and Technology, such as
Nanotechnology and Genetic Engineering. It will also teach students how to
communicate, solve problems, collect and organise knowledge; knowledge which will
continue to develop.

Prerequisites:

Open entry to Year 11 students choosing only ONE Science subject.
Students who wish to choose 11SCI plus ONE of: 11BIO, 11CHE or 11PHY must achieve
70% or better in the Year 10 Science End of Year Examination.

Topics
Covered:

• Biology:

• Chemistry:
• Physics:

Leads to:

MCERT

Cells and cell processes
Genetics and DNA
Ecology
Compounds and the Periodic table
Chemical reactions and Fuels
Motion and Energy
Heat and Waves

12BIO: NCEA Level 2 Biology
12CHE: NCEA Level 2 Chemistry
12PHY: NCEA Level 2 Physics
NOTE: This course does NOT lead to AS Biology, AS Chemistry or AS Physics.
Students considering taking Sciences in the CAIE Pathway in Year 12 should choose the
relevant single Science subject(s) 11BIO, 11CHE and/or 11PHY in Year 11.

11SPA

Year 11 Spanish

MCERT

Course
Statement:

In this course students will have the chance to start building their fluency in Spanish by
revisiting some of the topics learnt in Year 9 and Year 10 and extending their knowledge
and skills.
They will learn to cope with a number of familiar situations which might occur
when dealing with Spanish speakers either locally or abroad. They will learn to use familiar
language with some flexibility and pick up some new language from its use in context.
They will also start developing some fluency and will be able to read and write more
extensive texts as well as take part in controlled conversations.
Students who choose this subject may have the opportunity to go on a foreign language
exchange trip.

Background:
Topics
Covered:

If you have not studied Year 10 Spanish you must seek advice and guidance from the
Head of Faculty: Languages before entering your choice online.
•
•
•
•

My life
School
Leisure
Media

•
•
•
•

Where I live
Food and drink
Lifestyle
The world of work

Course Leads 12SPC: CAIE AS Spanish
to:
12SPA: NCEA Level 2 Spanish
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11MAO

Year 11 Te Reo Māori

MCERT

Course
Statement:

In this course, students will develop considerably, their ability to converse and understand
spoken te reo Māori. Students will build on the sentence structures and vocabulary
covered in Year 10, by engaging with two full immersion lessons per week, and bilingual
lessons the other two days of the week.
By the end of Year 11, students should be able to converse with te reo Māori speakers in
familiar social situations and cope with some less familiar ones. In this course, students
will be required to use basic Māori language patterns spontaneously. Students will also be
required to use a range of strategies for learning te reo Māori and for communicating with
others in predominantly Māori social contexts.
During the course students will investigate their own (or a chosen) iwi, and some key
Māori protest movements. Students will use their research to create a portfolio of spoken
and written texts - based on their own whakapapa, and the protest movements they
research. Students’ knowledge of tikanga Māori and Māori history, will also be developed
during these tasks.
This course will include a range of reading and writing based tasks utilising our class te reo
Māori website, the online language learning programme Language Perfect, a course
booklet, and textbook based tasks. Students will also engage regularly with speaking and
listening based activities with their classmates, with tasks that are teacher led, or tasks
that include viewing and comprehending TV shows and movies, in te reo Māori.

Background:

If you have not studied Year 10 Te Reo Māori. you must seek advice and guidance from
the Head of Faculty: Languages before entering your choice online.

Topics
Covered:

•
•
•
•

Leads to:

12MAO: NCEA Level 2 Maori

Iwi Māori
Ka whawhai tonu mātou
Kīwaha
Ia rā

(Māori tribe)
(Māori protest)
(Māori colloquialisms)
(Everyday language and conversation)

11TEX

Year 11 Textiles

MCERT

Course
Statement:

This subject is a practical based subject, creating conceptual and implementation skills.
Learners develop studies around a theme based on Kaitiakitanga of Our Fragile World. This
visual questioning, develops inspiration to create their concepts.
Students completing this course will develop skills in conceptual design, 3D construction,
creative imagination, divergent thinking which will support their learning in the wider
school curriculum.

Topics
Covered:

This course begins with workstations meant for embedding of skills for textiles, both
applied design & surface pattern. The students then develop concepts, this can be for 3D
items or garments, which will be explored & developed from Divergent thinking. This will
give a sequence of boards, which develop a comprehensive portfolio & 3D construction.

Leads to:

12TEX: NCEA Level 2 Textiles
12TXC: CAIE AS Fine Art (Textiles)
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12MTC

Year 12 CAIE Mathematics

Course
Statement:

This is an academic course designed to prepare students for A Level
Mathematics.

Prerequisites:

Completion of IGCSE Mathematics in 2019 with at least Grade A (85%).

Topics
Covered:

PURE MATHEMATICS TOPICS:
• Algebra
• Calculus
• Co-ordinate Geometry
• Sequences and Series
• Trigonometry

CAIE - AS

STATISTICS TOPICS:
• Data Representation
• Introduction to Expectation Algebra
• Permutations and Combinations
• Probability

Leads to:

13MSC: CAIE A Level Mathematics

12MAT

Year 12 NCEA Mathematics

Course
Statement:

This is an academic course designed to prepare students for Year 13
Mathematics, either NCEA Level 3 Mathematics (Calculus) and/or NCEA Level 3
Mathematics.

Prerequisites:

Completion of IGCSE Mathematics in 2019 with at least Grade D (50%).

Topics
Covered:

2.1 Coordinate Geometry
2.2 Graphs of functions
2.6 Algebra
2.7 Calculus
2.14 System of equations
2.12 Probability
13MAT: NCEA Level 3 Mathematics
13MCA: NCEA Level 3 Mathematics (Calculus)

Leads to:

NCEA Level 2

12ENC

AS English Language

CAIE - AS

12ELC

AS English Literature

CAIE - AS

12BIC

AS Biology

CAIE - AS

12CHC

AS Chemistry

CAIE - AS

12PYC

AS Physics

CAIE - AS

12CLC

AS Classical Studies

CAIE - AS

12GEC

AS Geography

CAIE - AS

12HIC

AS History

CAIE – AS

Details for these subjects, which will be available for some Accelerated students to
choose, can be found on the school website. (See next page).
Accelerated students should also refer to the pink Supplementary Booklet.
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Location of Heads of Faculty:
Faculty Heads / Heads of Department you may need to consult for course approval:
Learning Area

Head of Faculty /
Head of Dept.

Room

Location

Commerce

Mr M Caley

H2 (Faculty Head Office)

Hillary House

English

Mr R Irving

T6 (Faculty Head Office – T3)

Te Kanawa House

ESOL

Mrs T Mair

L4 (HOD Office)

Languages Block

Languages

Mr C Rodriguez

L2 (Faculty Head Office – L12)

Languages Block

Mathematics

Mr S Buckley

K2 (Faculty Head Office – K3)

Kupe House

Performing Arts –
Dance/Drama

Ms J Harrison

Drama Room (Faculty Office)

Auditorium
Music Suite

Performing Arts Music

Mr S Miles

MU11 (Faculty Head Office)

Music Suite

Physical Education &
Health

Mr A Venter

(Faculty Head Office – G26)

Gymnasium

Sciences

Dr I Thomas

(Faculty Head Office)

Science Admin Block

Social Sciences

Mr N Hamilton

U10 (Faculty Head Office)

Upham House

Technology (acting H0F)

Mr N Hey

3.7

Technology Block

Visual Arts

Mrs J Williams

A5 (Faculty Head Office)

Art Block

Extension Studies

Mrs J McDougall

U8

Upham House

Gateway / STAR /
Trades Academy

Mrs K Bushé

Careers Department

SAS

2020 Year 11 Dean

Mr S Peek

SMT, AP’s Office

Main Office

Subject Details for Year 11 subjects are found in this booklet, starting on page 22. Details for all
Year 12 and 13 subjects offered at Macleans College in 2020 area available on the school website.

Year 11, 12 & 13 Subject Details in the Senior Course Guide 2020.
www.macleans.school.nz
On the Home Page >
Academic > Course Guides > Senior Course Guides & Subject Details
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